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Ⅰ.The validity in the prevention process before disaster
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The method of the landscape planning is useful
for a preliminary measure of the disaster.
We focus on the ecologicla planning method
(E・P) of Ian McHarg and environment evaluation
data of the Japanese National Land Agency in
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1980(photo.1).
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1. Points of highway collapsed in 2011 earthquake also was weak points for overall disaster
Disaster risk

by an overlays analysis at country scale using the 1980's data(Fig.1).
2. By our research analysis, the ground retention and ﬂood risk vulnerabilities could be pointed
out at Fukushima's beachfront where two nuclear power plants were constructed

(Fig2)1).

The method of the landscape planning is useful for reconstruction planning process after the
disaster.
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Ⅱ.The validity in the reconstruction process after disaster

Disaster vulnerabilities of
house-relocation site's were evaluated
using the method (E・P) and the date.
these relocation planning sites for
residents who loosed house by tsunami
attack.
As a result,Shinchi-town could select
a safer area.It wasn't achieved by many
other municipalities(Fig.3).
Although Shinchi-town decided
about an area by polite resident
conference 2),this town has completed
housing relocation earliest at a Tohoku
disaster area(Photo.2).
In addition, this town's population

Photo.2 Comparison of house-relocation of Shinchi-town (upper) and Soma-city (lower)
after 5 years from 2011 disaster

recovered to same level of before
disaster."

Fig.3 Comparison of house-relocation site's disaster risk of Shinchi-town and Soma-city
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Ⅲ.The social cost-eﬀectiveness of the landscape planning
The landscape planning method has a possibility that avoid social loss by climate change and natural disaster.
It was conducted that above environment evaluation of the Great East Japan Earthquake and tsunami disaster area using E・P (1969) of
Ian McHarg and environment evaluation data of the Japanese National Land Agency (1980).
"As a result, it became clear that appropriate environment evaluation was possible by the landscape planning method and Japanese
Government data beforehand. Weak point of a main transit infrastructures (Ex. express highway), and natural disaster resilience of site of
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important facilities (Ex. nuclear power plant)."
The method of the landscape planning and environment evaluation data also is useful for reconstruction planning after the disaster.

Evacuation area

Only Shinbetterchi-town politely discussed by many workshops with resident, could plan better reconstruction and has ﬁnished
reconstruction process earliest in this disaster area. In addition, the population of Shinchi-town recovered, and the population is increasing.
On the other hand, after disaster, 34 municipalities' population recovering were failed by reconstruction process.
As a result, the 160 thousand peoples decreased in disaster area (Fig.4).
Surprisingly, our environment evaluation of Shinchi-town using E・P and environment evaluation data(1980) can indicate same suitable
land for reconstruction process in short time analysis. In 2012, early stage of Shinchi-town reconstruction planning, Dr.Uehara and his
Shinchi-town
Soma-city

laboratory oﬀered this environment evaluation result to Shinchi-machi actually. This investigation data is also utilized for the next regional
plan of this town at present.
Amounts of social cost(loss) of the Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power plant accident exceeded about 11 trillion yen.
At most 15 thousand people was forced to emigration after disaster. In addition, 200 trillion yen rehabilitation cost were invested for
reconstruction in an area. However, in many city's population outﬂow couldn't be evaded. Our research can indicate a possibility of
reducing of social loss above-mentioned by utilizing basic landscape planning method(E・P) and holistic environment evaluation data.

Fig.4 Population comparison, 5 years from an earthquake disaster
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Population increased area :Sendai-city,Iwaki-city and Natori-city
These increase by Fukushima nuclear power plant and
decontamination worker's temporary inﬂow.

